
 

Eye Candy by Felix Bodden and Illusion Series -
Zaubertrick

Felix Bodden is well known for being one of the most talented instagrammer in
the magic industry. His videos have become viral on many occasions, blowing
not only lay people's minds but also magician's one.

Today, Felix Bodden brings us the opportunity to learn three of his most viral
videos, giving us the chance to become viral in our instagram feed. Welcome to 
Eye Candy.

Eye Candy is not only an instructional video, it is a weapon to develop our
creativity and get access to become the next viral magician on social media. We
will be learning three amazing effects specially thought for social media:

Vanishing card: make vanish the whole card in the most visual way you
can imagine only leaving the frame of the card.
Morph: introduce a sponge ball and show your both hands empties. With
the blink of an eye transform that sponge ball into a full deck of cards with
cards inside. The best part? The box can be shown by all sides without
giving a clue of where the sponge ball is!
4 king production: Produce the four kings from the deck in the most
amazing way you have ever seen. You will not even be touching the deck
while they will emerge from the inside!

With the purchasing of this project you will receive a tutorial where Felix Bodden
teaches you, with the help of Julio Montoro, how to construct all the gimmicks
using the materials you will receive and some other things you will have at home.
The construction of the gimmicks will not take you more than 10 minutes each.

Welcome to the newest project from the instagrammer magician Felix Bodden.
Welcome to Eye Candy.
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